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ELEMENTARY COURSE IN CRYPTANALYSIS

ASSIGNMENT No. 5

EQUIVALENT CIPHER ALPHABETS

1. Any sequence containing 26 letters may be rearranged so that all the letters which are originally separated by equal intervals will also be spaced at equal intervals in the new related sequences. Including the original sequence, a total of six related sequences may be constructed.

Example:

(1) 1 3 5 7 9 11
    A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

(2) 2 4 6 8 10
    A D G J M P S V Y B E H K N Q T W Z C F I L O R U X

(3) 1 3 5 7 9 11
    A F K P U Z E J O T Y D I N S X C H M R W B G L Q V

(4) 2 4 6 8 10
    A H O V C J Q X E L S Z G N U I B P W D K R Y F M T

(5) 1 3 5 7 9 11
    A J S B K T C L U D M V E N W F O X G P Y H Q Z I R

(6) 2 4 6 8 10
    A L W H S D O Z K V G R C N Y J U F Q B M X I T E P

In this example, a normal alphabet sequence has been re-spaced to form the other five related sequences. In constructing them, the original sequence is regarded as a circle and the letters are counted off in equal intervals, then written in adjacent positions to form each related sequence.

2. Only the odd intervals from 3 to 11 can be used in re-spacing a 26 letter sequence to form different related sequences. It is obvious that the even intervals will produce 13 letter sequences, and that the interval 13 can not be used. The odd intervals from 15 to 25 will produce identical sequences with those from 1 to 11, but reversed in direction.

3. Cipher alphabets may be re-spaced to form equivalent cipher alphabets by the same process as that applied to construct related sequences.

Example:

Original Cipher Alphabet

Plain - D I P L O M A C Y B E F G H J K N Q R S T U V W X Z
Cipher - Y W X Z T H U R S D A Y B C E F G I J K L M N O P Q

Equivalent Cipher Alphabet

Plain - D L A B G E R K U X I O C E H N S V Z P M Y F J Q T W
Cipher - Y Z U D B F J M P W T R A C G K N Q X H S Y E I L O

4. An equivalent cipher alphabet can not be distinguished from the original cipher alphabet unless a systematic construction or some outside information is available to identify the original one. The secondary alphabets generated by shifting the points of coincidence of the plain and cipher components are the same alphabets regardless of which equivalent cipher alphabet has been shifted.
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Example:

Secondary Cipher Alphabet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plain</th>
<th>D I P L O M A C Y B E F G H J K N Q R S T U V W X Z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cipher</td>
<td>X T H U R S D A Y B C E F G I J K L M N O P Q V W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Equivalent Secondary Cipher Alphabet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plain</th>
<th>D L A B G K R U X I O C E H N S V Z P F J Q T W</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cipher</td>
<td>X H S Y E I L O V Z U D B F J M P W T R A C G K N Q</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The secondary cipher alphabet of this example has been derived by shifting the cipher component of the original cipher alphabet of paragraph 3, and the equivalent secondary cipher alphabet by shifting the cipher component of the equivalent alphabet of paragraph 3.

The number of spaces each cipher component has been shifted is not the same in each case, yet the plain and cipher values correspond exactly in each case after re-spacing.

REMARKS ON KEY RECOVERY

5. An equivalent or related sequence is a sequence in which there are spaced at equal intervals letters which were at equal intervals in the original sequence. Including the original sequence, there are six such equivalent sequences, corresponding to absolute spacings of 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11. Suppose the following has been recovered in the solution of a cryptogram:

X P E L U M B I A C Y Q F G H J K N D O Z R S T V W

There is definite evidence of system here, including a fragmentary keyword. Construct the other five equivalent sequences by respacing the above by intervals 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spacing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The equivalent sequences were developed by the process of decimating. Only five equivalent sequences need be retained due to the fact that decimating by 11 gives 13 pairs of letters, and by any odd number higher than 13 results in the same sequence as already obtained running backward. Decimating by even numbers will result in two 13-letter sequences (26 letters in the alphabet).

One of these five is the sequence used by the encipherer. Careful inspection shows that the sequence obtained from spacing 9 has a regular and systematic pattern, exhibiting all the characteristics of a transposed keyword sequence:

(7) X C D P Y O E Q Z L F R U G S M H T B J V I K W A N

The generating figure built up from this sequence turns out to be:

```
| C O L U M B I A |
| D E F G H J K N |
| P Q R S T V W X |
| Y Z | \downarrow |

This is the only one of the six sequences which will yield this figure.

-2-```
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6. Inspection of the foregoing equivalent sequences shows that letters which were adjacent in the original sequence are now separated as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seq. No.</th>
<th>Int.</th>
<th>Adjacent letters in (1)</th>
<th>Interval between originally</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>$3 \times 9 = 27 = 26 + 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>$5 \times 21 = 105 = 4 \cdot 26 + 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>$7 \times 15 = 105 = 4 \cdot 26 + 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$3 \times 9 = 27 = 26 + 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>$11 \times 19 = 209 = 8 \cdot 26 + 1$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From these figures the following rules may be deduced:

"To obtain an equivalent sequence in which letters adjacent in the original sequence are spaced any desired odd number of letters apart, resp ace the original sequence by that number which, when multiplied by the desired letter spacing, will give a product which is one greater than the nearest even multiple of 26." For example, the final spacing of 3 in sequence No. 5, multiplied by the respacing interval of 9 for this sequence, gives 27, a result 1 greater than 26. Respacing intervals of 22, 21, 19, 17, and 15 will give the reverse of the above five sequences, in which originally adjacent letters are separated by 17, 5, 11, 23, and 7 letters respectively. This rule is useful when it is desired to expand a sequence to some other letter spacing.

RECONSTRUCTION OF MULTIPLE ALPHABET SYSTEMS

7. When the same sequence has been used for each of the cipher components of a multiple alphabet system, there are definite relationships between the individual cipher values which may be utilized in recovering other cipher values after a few have been identified through analysis.

(a) When the plain component is originally a normal sequence, the cipher sequences will be recovered in their original order and new values may be placed in the various cipher components as soon as their relative positions have been established.

(b) When the plain and cipher components are originally the same mixed sequence, the plain component enters into the reconstruction in the same manner as another cipher component.

(c) The reconstruction of a multiple alphabet system in which the plain component is a different mixed sequence from that used in the cipher components, requires a relatively large number of values identified by analysis.

8. The principles used in the reconstruction of multiple alphabet systems are explained by the following case in which the plain and cipher components are different mixed sequences.

\[
\begin{align*}
(p) & : \text{DIPLOMACYBEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ} \\
(c1) & : \text{UPQWXYZTHURSDAYBCEFGIJKLMNOP} \\
(c2) & : \text{NOPQWXYZTHURSDAYBC} \\
(c3) & : \text{EFGIJKLMNOPQVWXYZTHURSDAYBC} \\
\end{align*}
\]

The interval between letters of two cipher components, letters which occur in the same vertical column, is equal to the amount of displacement of one component from the other.

0 (c1) to N (c2) is an interval of one, the amount of shift between the cipher components (1) and (2).

B (c3) to 0 (c1) is the same interval as 0 (c3) to U (c1), and is the same interval as U (c3) to F (c1), etc.
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Thus, a chain of letters, E, O, U, F, etc., with correct relative spacings, could be made from the vertical relationships alone, when the order of the plain component sequence is unknown. A set of equivalent alphabets might be the result of construction by this means, but the original in this case would be recognized when the proper spacing is found.

If the vertical relationship is used between components which are originally displaced an even number of letters, such as (c2) and (c3), a chain of only 13 letters will result, and if the components were originally displaced 13 letters, they would show only reciprocal relationships.

9. The application of the principles explained in paragraph 6 will be demonstrated by a practical problem. Suppose the Enciphering Table obtained during the solution of a cryptogram appeared as follows:

\begin{align*}
(p) & - A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z \\
(c1) & - Z U T R D A F V C W G I H \\
(c2) & - X H Z N U D O W B V E F G T \\
(c3) & - L E P W F I K T J U R S \\
\end{align*}

Since the linear interval between R and P (c1) is the same as that between P and F (c3) i.e., R...P and P...F we may arbitrarily assume this interval to be one (by placing the two columns in which the identically spaced pairs occur together) and build a cipher sequence accordingly.

Component will be included as:

**Illustration No. 1**

\begin{align*}
(p) & - E I \\
(c1) & - R P \\
(c2) & - U O \\
(c3) & - P F \\
\end{align*}

R proceeds P in the first cipher alphabet. F follows P in the third cipher alphabet. If the sequences are identical, there should be an R preceding P in the third cipher alphabet and P in the first should be followed by an F. F cipher has not been recovered in the first alphabet. R cipher in the third alphabet occurs beneath S (p).

**Illustration No. 2**

\begin{align*}
(p) & - S I E \\
(c1) & - G R P \\
(c2) & - F U O \\
(c3) & - R P F \\
\end{align*}

**Illustration No. 3**

\begin{align*}
(p) & - S E I \\
(c1) & - G R P F U O \\
(c2) & - G R P F U O \\
(c3) & - G R P F U O \\
\end{align*}

G proceeds R in the first, so it should form part of the sequence in the third.

The process of adding new values to the plain and cipher sequences progresses through the following stages.

**Illustration No. 4**

\begin{align*}
(p) & - T S E I R B Y \\
(c1) & - I S G R P F U O E H T \\
(c2) & - I S G R P F U O E H T \\
(c3) & - I S G R P F U O E H T \\
\end{align*}

**Illustration No. 5**

\begin{align*}
(p) & - O L T S E I R B Y N C \\
(c1) & - W J V I S G R P F U O E H C T B Z \\
(c2) & - W J V I S G R P F U O E H C T B Z \\
(c3) & - W J V I S G R P F U O E H C T B Z \\
\end{align*}

-4-
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(p) - M H O G L T S E I R B Y N C A
(c1) - L A K W J D V I S G R P F U O E H C T B Z
(c2) - K A W J D V I S G R P F U O E H C T B Z L X
(c3) - A K W J D V I S G R P F U O E H C T B Z L X

The intervals between E, F, and G, and between V, W, and X, in the cipher sequence obtained above, indicate that equivalent alphabets have been recovered which should be re-spaced by counting off every third letter in the reverse direction.

Illustration No. 7

(p) - I L O M A C Y B E G H N R S T
(c1) - P V W X Z T H U R S D A B C E F G I J K L
(c2) - G P V W X Z T H U R S D A B C E F G I J K L
(c3) - F G I J K L P V W X Z T H U R S D A B C

The keyword sequences used are now visible and the missing values can be entered.

CONTINUATION OF SOLUTION FROM ASSIGNMENT No. 4

10. A few more values are necessary in Table IV of Assignment No. 4, in order to completely reconstruct the system used. Let us obtain these from the following parts of the cryptogram (Assignment No. 4, page No. 10):

Line 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alph</th>
<th>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>K P T X S L I C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(p)</td>
<td>C O M E N E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New</td>
<td>M C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Line 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alph</th>
<th>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>K F M P S L G X A H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(p)</td>
<td>C T E N T Y I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lines 1 and 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alph</th>
<th>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>M J K A Q J B F P Z A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(p)</td>
<td>N H U N D R E D 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New</td>
<td>F P</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11. Adding the new values just obtained to those in Table IV of Assignment No. 4, gives the following table for use in reconstructing the system:

Plain — A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

| : (c) | 1 - G K L | E M | J |
| : 2   | F C J | P G V |
| : 3-6 | O C J L H P I W M K X |
| : 4-7 | X A D K G P O |
| : 5   | Q S U B C E Z |
| : 9   | O Z H S C |
| : 10  | Z H A S |

The reciprocal relationship between the plain and each cipher component will be ignored.

On account of the L and B being found in two vertical columns, a good starting point is to assume the L and B to be adjacent in the cipher component. Then the following will also appear in the cipher component: GN, KI, MA, FQ, CS, FG, and WE.
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Using the PCN sequence in the first three cipher components, partial reconstruction can be made:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plain -- WTA</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(c)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 - PGN</td>
<td></td>
<td>WE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 - V</td>
<td>PGN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-6-8 - MA</td>
<td>HJ</td>
<td>PGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-7 - PGN</td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 -</td>
<td></td>
<td>PGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 - CS</td>
<td>HJ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 -</td>
<td></td>
<td>MA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plain -- HEWTA</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>Z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(c)</td>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 - LBPGN</td>
<td></td>
<td>OLCSMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 - HJ</td>
<td>LBPGN</td>
<td>WEHJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-6-8 - OCSMA</td>
<td>WEHJ</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-7 - LBPGN</td>
<td>KID</td>
<td>OCSMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 - OCSMA</td>
<td>WEHJ</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 - OCSMA</td>
<td>WEHJ</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 - Z</td>
<td>OCSMA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The three partial reconstructions may now be combined:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plain -- HEWTA S OR Z N PL U</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 - LBPGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 - HJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-6-8 - OCSMA WEHJ V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-7 - LBPGN KID OCSMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 - OCSMA WEHJ V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 - OCSMA WEHJ V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 - Z OCSMA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It has been shown that most of the cipher sequence could be obtained without considering the fact that the plain component is the same sequence reversed. The important point is that the complete system may be reconstructed from a relatively few values obtained through analysis of the cryptogram.

The sequence used in this problem is random mixed, therefore, the original one cannot be distinguished from a related one which may be reconstructed. The ten cipher components are set with the keyword GUANTANAMO under A (p).

REMARKS ON POLYALPHABETIC SUBSTITUTION

12. The same method used in determining which cipher values probably represent vowels or consonants may be applied to polyalphabet substitution ciphers as that described in Assignment No. 1, for monoalphabetic substitution. However, the values in each alphabet must be considered with their respective prefixes and suffixes in adjacent alphabets in studying the frequencies of their combinations.

13. After the original sequences of a polyalphabet substitution system have been recovered, subsequent messages using these sequences may be solved by a modification of the method of completing the plain component described in Assignment No. 2. The plain component sequence must be completed beneath the letters of each individual alphabet in order to select the proper generatrix which corresponds with each alphabet. The proper generatrix will show more and a better assortment of high frequency letters than any of the other generatrices.
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14. In some cases there will be insufficient recoveries to permit the mechanical reconstruction illustrated in paragraph 9. Another method which is useful in this case will be illustrated, using the same data given in paragraph 9, in order to compare the two different techniques.

It can be noted that the cipher letters E, F, and G in the second alphabet are under the plain letters R, S, and T. This indicates that they are also lined up that way in the original table so we start our building-up from there:

**Illustration No. 1**

\[
\begin{align*}
(p) & \rightarrow RST \\
(c1) & \rightarrow GT \\
(c2) & \rightarrow EF G \\
(c3) & \rightarrow URS
\end{align*}
\]

This expands immediately to:

**Illustration No. 2**

\[
\begin{align*}
(p) & \rightarrow RST \\
(c1) & \rightarrow EF G I \\
(c2) & \rightarrow EF G I \\
(c3) & \rightarrow URS
\end{align*}
\]

There being no E in (c1) and no I in (c2) we shift to another section for attack: In (c2) and (c3), V(c2) is over K(c3) and V(c2) is over J(c3). These low-frequency letters are likely to be adjacent in a keyword sequence:

**Illustration No. 3**

\[
\begin{align*}
(p) & \rightarrow OM \\
(c1) & \rightarrow NW \\
(c2) & \rightarrow VW \\
(c3) & \rightarrow JK
\end{align*}
\]

This expands to:

**Illustration No. 4**

\[
\begin{align*}
(p) & \rightarrow LOM \\
(c1) & \rightarrow NW \\
(c2) & \rightarrow VW \\
(c3) & \rightarrow IJK
\end{align*}
\]

The I in (c3) connects the second group to the first and expands it to:

**Illustration No. 5**

\[
\begin{align*}
(p) & \rightarrow DI LOM \\
(c1) & \rightarrow NW \\
(c2) & \rightarrow NO \\
(c3) & \rightarrow EFGIJK
\end{align*}
\]

\[X(c2)\] and \[L(c3)\] under \[A(p)\] indicates that it follows after \[M(p)\] and that the keyword is DIPLOMAT or DIPLOMATIC, etc., in the plain component. Further building-up gives:

**Illustration No. 6**

\[
\begin{align*}
(p) & \rightarrow DIPLOMACYBEFGHJKLMNQRSSTUVWZX \\
(c1) & \rightarrow OPVWZXTHURDAEFGI \\
(c2) & \rightarrow NOPVWZXTHURDABEFGIJK \\
(c3) & \rightarrow EFGIJKPFWZXTHURS
\end{align*}
\]

The plain keyword is revealed as DIPLOMACY and the cipher keyword as THURSDAY.
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Problem No. 1

From: JZ (CINC BLACK).
To: OK (COLLECTIVE CALL).

DGHTK WFTFJ NVHOC JBEKH ZLJMF RXFQS HXNIO VPVKE IEGJB UZUUC VWHUA
REDQC EROIT WMTFB WXHPQ SIFRP XZHLB ZEGAW VAHFC CDVZR OZYXY SFCHJ
YHQGH ZGKOB QGULT YCIIP MSJLP MSJLB UCRKF ZDJKQ VKVGP HXOCJ EBOXW
EWTHV SWJXM VNHBQ NLYFR YCDBE QJOJX RXUUE RRGMW VAHFC VXGUF NFPGC
DGXCK TCQQS VDKZK VZUZT FMPXH TCVFX DWIGC DGDJX CZZFD SWGOS NTQXS
MDKZ VIBMO WZJLC NTJXT UZQPT TEOFJ BKFZT VJQKE WQUPQ NXYZA VMERJ
NXUCA FCCTF NXXUA VZJFF EWQUP UMYUL SZCUL ZFTFC VFTFC VXGUF NFVPN

Frequency table:

(a) - A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
(1) - 3 1 4 5 2 1 2 1 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 5 4 1 5 5 1 3 3 5
(2) - 2 7 4 8 7 3 1 2 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 5 4 7 1 2 9
(3) - 4 1 3 5 1 1 0 9 2 6 1 3 5 1 2 4 5 7 1 1 1 9
(4) - 2 4 1 1 4 3 1 3 2 6 2 2 1 0 2 5 1 1
(5) - 4 1 0 1 2 1 4 4 7 2 1 2 6 3 3 7 3 3 1 4

Problem No. 2

From: CRUISER DIVISION (COMMANDER).
To: CRUISER DIVISION (HOUSTON, AUGUSTA, CHICAGO).

PIDHI YACSO TQVXK IXFVW YQJM B AHQBA QZSAJ BEGRA RQCHF NQMB A QPMB
EIARL ZOAS BQCKK TBEEM NXXHK LOGDK FJCGG YQMBF BICEK IKEZA LTMZQ
NJNMY NCMXX BWKXK EQNYP BQCNW PNMDI AOGSA ABHXX YJNBF RGZHH YXXLF
IWEKX BWFKK QIRAF MSIAF JEGKN PZMFF NTIKD BZWB MRLXB RKFQG YMRV
ROKLY PIDHI YGCKK FPGGI BUJMB AHQBU JHSCH FLWLW BAGCJ QVIH YQFVE
FOOAR QCCK RWMCJ PARZQ NJNMY LICHF BQMCN SWN MN LUBHJ PIKL HIJMOD
NJMB AHQBL

Frequency table:

(a) - A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
(1) - 5 1 0 3 4 1 4 2 6 1 7 7 3 7 1 7
(2) - 3 2 3 1 6 6 5 3 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 3 2 7 3 2 3
(3) - 2 4 7 2 4 7 3 3 6 1 0 6 3 1 3 1 1 2 1 1 2
(4) - 4 5 1 1 2 1 6 2 2 4 6 1 1 1 5 1 4 4 3 5
(5) - 5 6 1 5 2 6 3 6 4 8 1 3 3 1 3 5 1 1 2 2 1
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Problem No. 1 Serial No. 1

From: AB
To: CD (COLLECTIVE CALL).

PYAVG GRLIV KDMT FPSXV GNOW CB8RQW PWTHA ZWTVI TQOTO OYGBS QUYJR
LIVFL TYPG PTNSH NVXDW UFADL WUSBPW A2HKNZ WPTTRU CUTFJX AXXN2 ONFHN
NOCOP AIWHC NTAVG GRLIV HWYBW CLFXN ONLSU GOPSS DNGAD CMYVT YXDS
VNLQY VTXLT VMZSM SDLIRI QXAKV

Problem No. 2 Serial No. 2

From: EF (UNIT CALL).
To: AB.

XAOIR MNGFN NUDON DKXCF DVNSN AKMAM RLIVE WWSHN OCPIAZ ST1G4 CVQOS
TCQSL XYUMA AQTVA YADZH VYFXA ZZHA2 TLNAB WRTIS DWOOV OCNQY STCAG
QVMNI PTVTG XGMDX DMDA TQOTN CLXSF BVICH DOMZB YHONL GUSL NAMYV
HAAMJ FMZSY TVUFX OTOOU

Frequency table:

(a) - ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

(1) - 1 1 6 11 7 5 4 5 2 4 1 2 4 6 11 2
(2) - 8 1 4 4 4 1 1 6 5 2 2 4 10 2 2 1
(3) - 2 2 1 2 1 2 3 6 4 1 2 2 3 2 11 2 3 1 7 2 4 4
(4) - 3 2 1 4 2 1 2 5 5 5 2 2 3 2 4 16 2 1 1
(5) - 6 1 1 4 2 4 2 4 7 6 1 1 4 6 1 5 3 5 3
(6) - 7 2 7 4 2 9 1 5 2 1 1 6 1 2 1 4 5 1

Problem No. 4 Serial No. 1

From: COMMANDER BATTLE FORCE.
To: COMSUBRON ONE. COMSUBDIV SIX.

KEYSA DQORS RPOHZ KTUEC QKPOK BRPBO RBPMK LXRRN YOHAS HATOR SDR5J
PMDAN LXIOV YUBRU ADLXH SUKUP UKAUA BOCGM TMFHA LEHGU CFXWT

Problem No. 4 Serial No. 2

From: COMSUBDIV SIX.
To: SEALION. SEAWOLF. SAURY.
Info: COMSUBRON ONE.

OBUEC GEOFQ BDBNH CWNLQ UKCHV HQXBRU QCGGQ JLAMH YHNRZ HRCTM YRFJT
FFVYV VWUCO FXRP TKOV WBDHN QCWBN ORMOJ DEEBZB ZVHER JTOBU GRQEN
HZVHV QAMIE HULZN
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Problem No. 5

Peshawar, India, August 13, 1930. Peshawar is a British Indian Army Post guarding the Khyber (Khaiber) pass, the gateway between Northwest India and Afghanistan. It is fortified against periodic attacks by Afridi Tribes.

RLWFN PPQAJ UVWZ DMTUK YKUZO SEMUE GXXQF SUEHJ ZPUSI CUEDU SSSHQ
PUTJWT MNIYK AUNAT IPCWE APWDZ ITEEZ HIBBQ LGQOS WRWHR ZYMAX BKUP
XXUCAF HIQMH EUPAL CUTFV DXXEQ RIKYP FHPNE W43EA XXQKU CICICZ WKTWJ
BRUGHE LBBFL ZZEEB WAKOR KUVBG EOTBR DOTQF DXXKH OPZVR VKCJW ZSJSN
IMZHR LVSAX JBAZC TLXYH LANAD YKOKI XTFUF SWRDE CGQSW RNBZP PBYX
OXYPL ELABM DJBTV GKZWC XWFMV FXXRC XXPEA QSWNR BEZTEW MFQCF EKYFY
HIBBQ LJUTV WJPPU WJYYF XHIBI ZRVBO JNMDU B3KAX DUSNW W2HAI IATHD
WHRD TFCXR IVVBQ TGSWN RBHZO UVOUB VEMKJ YXZQ ZNCTW JNMBR GCSC
FZCV GNZLA WICHU SWTYY AHUTA FHNJM HLSQQ YRDIY YSJSY WPVEP ZZAPN
EYQXK XBGUU

Problem No. 6

From: COMMANDER CRUISER DIVISION SIX.  24/930 APRIL
To: CRUISER DIVISION SIX.

ZXALK WTHMG PPEUG DQVIC HUUPM WBUZQ PTOYP PJYZF LXACG XPEUG ZFQUA
AKLV KCLJJ TBSX HNZL JUJGD SQQGZ XXXMW ZRQVA AOMBN CUAQW LWKZ
BRKPA ZJAWP OCXPF OXPHC LJJTB ESXQH HVNWR AJXBS JOZAM ZRUEZ NUXQ
VAAMJ HLSNB JAAAP AVUYF QYVOR GPIVY YJLZJ RAWZT EYYPF FPOXL

(Collateral Information: It is believed that the cruisers Marblehead, Raleigh, Concord, Cincinnati and Trenton are in Division Six.)

It is necessary that the Student's full name and present address appear on all work sheets and correspondence. Course material will be returned only in the penalty envelopes provided for that purpose.
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1. It has been noted that secondary cipher alphabets may be derived from an original or primary cipher alphabet by shifting its cipher component relative to the plain component. Also, that components of cipher alphabets consisted of either normal or identical mixed sequences written in the same or in opposite directions, or their components consisted of different mixed sequences.

2. In a polyalphabet substitution system the components of the original cipher alphabet may be placed on sliding strips for convenience in shifting them to the desired points of coincidence as designated by the key in effect at the time. Cipher wheels or disks will accomplish the same result in a somewhat more convenient form, since the sequences are written in a circle and therefore coincide continuously throughout their length. Cipher disks consist of a rotating disk, the circumference of which is divided into 26 equal segments carrying one of the sequences, and a stationary disk, similar but slightly larger carrying the other sequence, upon which the rotating disk turns concentrically.

3. A square table contains all the cipher alphabets which result from the sliding of strips or rotating of disks carrying the components of the alphabet. Square tables are often called "Vigenere Tables" after the French cryptanalyst who first advocated their use. The conventional form of square table is constructed as follows, using the keyword PYTHAGOREAN:

```
1  P Y T H A G O R E N B C D F I J K L M Q S U V W X Z
2  Y T H A G O R E N B C D F I J K L M Q S U V W X Z P
3  T H A G O R E N B C D F I J K L M Q S U V W X Z P Y
4  H A G O R E N B C D F I J K L M Q S U V W X Z P Y T
5  A G O R E N B C D F I J K L M Q S U V W X Z P Y T H
6  G O R E N B C D F I J K L M Q S U V W X Z P Y T H A
7  O R E N B C D F I J K L M Q S U V W X Z P Y T H A G
8  R E N B C D F I J K L M Q S U V W X Z P Y T H A G O
9  E N B C D F I J K L M Q S U V W X Z P Y T H A G O R
10 N B C D F I J K L M Q S U V W X Z P Y T H A G O R E
11 B C D F I J K L M Q S U V W X Z P Y T H A G O R E N
12 C D F I J K L M Q S U V W X Z P Y T H A G O R E N B
13 D F I J K L M Q S U V W X Z P Y T H A G O R E N B C
14 F I J K L M Q S U V W X Z P Y T H A G O R E N B C D
15 I J K L M Q S U V W X Z P Y T H A G O R E N B C D F
17 K L M Q S U V W X Z P Y T H A G O R E N B C D F I J
18 L M Q S U V W X Z P Y T H A G O R E N B C D F I J K
19 M Q S U V W X Z P Y T H A G O R E N B C D F I J K L
20 N Q S U V W X Z P Y T H A G O R E N B C D F I J K L M
21 S U V W X Z P Y T H A G O R E N B C D F I J K L M Q
22 U V W X Z P Y T H A G O R E N B C D F I J K L M Q S
24 X Z P Y T H A G O R E N B C D F I J K L M Q S U V
```
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This square table represents the cipher alphabets resulting from the shifting of identical sequences, written in the same direction. The top line contains one component while the other 25 lines contain the various relative positions which the sequence occupies in forming the secondary cipher alphabets.

A square table representing the results of sliding different sequences, or identical ones written in opposite directions, must have a line added at the top to contain the other component.

4. When sliding strips, cipher disks, or square tables are employed in multiple alphabet or non-periodic cipher systems, the cipher value which coincides with the initial letter of the plain component is usually the "key" to the particular cipher alphabet designated for use. Thus, the left hand column of a square table contains the key values.

REGULAR PROGRESSIVE-ALPHABET CIPHERS

5. When the 26 cipher alphabets of a square table are used in regular order to encipher successive plain-text letters, (the same effect as sliding strips or rotating disks one letter at a time) the system is called a regular progressive-alphabet cipher system. Although regular shifts in amounts greater than one step at a time are also regular progressive cipher systems, the components of the cipher alphabet could be realigned to reduce the shift to one letter, between the encipherments of successive plain letters.

6. The encipherment of a message by a regular progressive alphabet cipher system, using the square table of paragraph 3, would appear as follows:

   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
   M Y P O S I T I O N L A T I T U D E T W E N T Y T H
   T M T N X Q E U I M J I Y K B T Z S K T A X X P T
   R E E D A S H T H I R T Y L O N G I T U D E S E V E
   N R E E D A S H T H I R T Y E N M A T S E V E
   N T E E N H U N D R E D
   N H E C P E Y K S K M W

The numbers at the top of each column designate the line of the square table which was used as the cipher component for enciphering the plain letters of that column.

Note that repetitions in the plain text do not produce repetitions in the cipher text unless they occur at an interval which is a multiple of 26.

SYMMETRICAL SEQUENCES

7. If the same plain-text letter is enciphered by the successive lines of a square table, the resulting cipher values are those of the cipher component in its original order. Therefore, the corresponding cipher values of a plain-text repetition will be found separated by the same interval in the cipher component as in the text of the message. These series of cipher values which have a direct space-relationship in the cryptogram and the cipher component are called symmetrical sequences. The space-relationship between the corresponding letters of symmetrical sequences becomes the interval between the columns into which they fall, when the cryptogram is written in lines of 26 letters.

Symmetrical sequence: X X P T R N B J E Z K N
                         H H G R D I J S F A L I
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The corresponding letters of these symmetrical sequences (taken from the cryptogram of paragraph 6) are at intervals of five columns, and they will be found at intervals of five in the cipher component. This may be verified by reference to the square table of paragraph 3. The use of this space-relationship in reconstructing the cipher component will be demonstrated later.

8. Symmetrical sequences can not be readily recognized in an unsolved cryptogram unless some of the cipher values are repeated, such as those underlined in the example of paragraph 7. The symmetry of the other cipher values resulting from plain text repetitions becomes evident only after the cipher component has been partially reconstructed. Chance may cause a few values in a cryptogram to have the outward appearance of a symmetrical sequence, yet these may not be the results of plain-text repetitions. Symmetrical sequences are also found in cryptograms enciphered by other types of cipher systems and are valuable aids in their solution.

SOLUTION OF A REGULAR PROGRESSIVE CIPHER

9. The problem:

    J Z S W B P D Z Z L F O M E K Q P D J H C K U M C
    A B C C O X M Y S T I C B S G G Y V D S W A J O Q E
    K U C D S L R W C F Q I A V M S R S I X Y T P O P G
    D H U V N K V X C Y Y A L R Q O Q D N Z C G L R E
    K F H Q R N J B

The text of the problem appears in lines of 26 letters, which was determined as the key length by the process of factoring.

10. If standard cipher alphabets had been used in this problem, the solution could be obtained by the method of completing the plain component. In applying this method to regular progressive ciphers, the plain text appears on a diagonal line due to the shifting of the cipher component, instead of the horizontal line in the case of monosyllable ciphers. Also, if sufficient text had been given, this problem could be solved as a 26 multiple alphabet cipher. However, the special method for solving regular progressive ciphers, by the reconstruction of the cipher component from symmetrical sequences, will be demonstrated.

11. The symmetrical sequences found, with their space-relationships in the cipher component, are as follows:

    (K U) M C A B G O O X M Y S I I -- 5
    (U P) W K N J K C C H W O Z Q Q
    C D S L R W C (F Q I) -- 22
    K E K F H Q A (N J B)
    S S W B P D Z Z -- 7
    V Y A L R Q O Q

The letters in parentheses may be assumed to belong to the symmetrical sequences, but their positions in the cipher component must be checked with other good values.

12. The reconstruction of the cipher component progresses through the following steps:
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This complete reconstruction of the cipher component was aided by the fact that it is a keyword sequence, but partial reconstructions could also be used to advantage.

13. Now that the cipher component is recovered, the cryptogram can be "converted" to the basis of one cipher alphabet. This conversion process makes use of the known shift between the components of the cipher alphabet, thus reducing each letter of the cryptogram to its equivalent value had the components not been shifted during the encipherment of the message.

14. In order to make use of the known step-by-step progression, the cipher component must be shifted as in a square table. The square table for this problem is that given under paragraph 3. The cryptogram could be converted to the basis of the cipher sequence itself in the position it occupied during the encipherment of the first letter of the message. Thus, the first letter remains as "J", the second becomes "K", which is the letter of the first line of the square table above "Z" of the second line, etc. The first two lines of the problem with the converted values and plain equivalents found by solving of the monalphabet substitution are as follows:

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccccccccccccccc}
Y & O & C & K & S & Z & 7 \\
H & R & C & K & 22 \\
H & R & X & 5 \\
P & Y & H & R & C & K & S & U & X & Z & Combined & 22 \\
P & Y & H & R & C & K & S & U & X & Z & Combined & 22 \\
\end{array}
\]

15. It should be necessary to convert only a few lines of any problem to have sufficient text to solve the monalphabetic substitution. The plain sequence can then be written as an extra line above the square table and the message deciphered by taking the plain values off directly instead of the values in the top line of the square table. The primary cipher alphabet for this problem is:

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccccccccccccccc}
\text{Plain} & \text{---} & \text{Q} & \text{U} & \text{A} & \text{D} & \text{R} & \text{I} & \text{C} & \text{L} & \text{B} & \text{E} & \text{F} & \text{G} & \text{H} & \text{J} & \text{K} & \text{M} & \text{N} & \text{O} & \text{P} & \text{S} & \text{T} & \text{V} & \text{W} & \text{X} & \text{Z} \\
\text{Cipher} & \text{---} & \text{P} & \text{Y} & \text{T} & \text{H} & \text{A} & \text{G} & \text{O} & \text{R} & \text{E} & \text{N} & \text{B} & \text{C} & \text{D} & \text{F} & \text{I} & \text{J} & \text{K} & \text{L} & \text{M} & \text{Q} & \text{S} & \text{U} & \text{V} & \text{W} & \text{X} & \text{Z} \\
\end{array}
\]

These sequences are constructed from the words QUADRICULAR and PYTHAGOREAN, which are two other names for a square table.
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Problem No. 1 Naval Text
AUVZITSZFBFYEIRBIOWAOYJLBLib
DGKUITTZBDDEEQIOCJRFWXDYHMGM
SPPISWYFVSYGCSHEQKLALZAOFN
UTCQHDGYLBJZPDVCQSJNWGRNTPTMS
HJTWCCKOXMZFPZRURYLWHHHMMEZFL
OOFISWLDPDNWTZHHTIRLYIFNQFEN
UTCQHDGYLBJZPDVCQSJNWGRNTPTME
OSVBJLVJBLVXZFPZRURYLYWHHPLPFTE
RBPGENBHULVNWJPRGJHFPQXKILNBPLP
HJTWJTTQWEBEQFOIIZPMBJQPYM
DUQWATZOWDCGLZQMPHUK

Problem No. 2 Naval Text
DIAWELECAKGMXQOKWTHHDYXHYN
EHVXGABLELUJBKQPFZFURRTQIEMPD
RZVZSGKBBQJFURIRVRFYHHRINR
AUQLFJSKPKQJEAQXAJXWJYEBXLO
RTIHFINGTCRHMULQXMKFOXZWNZJ
EPBAGKJRHBGPNJWQZXUQOYWEEBK
TBWMCACJRYQQUFVXOUDUGUJKXZQI
ABJYSVEKHPBVMUVNZUWTSRWHED
GDCSFIETFMDKFCRPMBJVBRIPPD
SNVTAGKLMQXKJZRPMBBIZMRYQA
DHSSOGSBJ

Problem No. 3 Naval Text
AWHVQJRHIALCQKDCOWGCVXHTXBG
GVFADGAGGXRBNKNAJIZAGLKPVC
EEGBCESWJZODMKMKSJXHHRCQBH
THGFWMCLGOUTNMBGOTPLOSXRXT
BHYEBEGSHGUKDKJNCIFCIMTVVUYI
TMDDOQQYMMZOQFAKLPNNTNTBAHRRS
DGZRVRYEFEN
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Problem No. 4  Naval Text

14 April 1930 -- Fleet Tactical Exercises. Forces not in contact.

FROM: AB (FORCE COMDR IN BLACK FLEET)
TO: CD, EF, GH, IJ (CALLS NOT IDENTIFIED)
INFO: YZ (COMDR BLACK FLEET)

Time groups: 0014-1600

A Q Y T E C P P Q Q I B G C K J D G Y L G J Q H B
S H J A Y E D B Y R D L M N O H Q X N N L R P A S A
H M C N Q I P T X F W F Y T A X L Y R U Y Z G R Z V
K I L F T C Q N C J K J B G H U S V R U B T B O W
M F A T E U O Q H X K M C T Y E S U N L S P A S R
V T D E H V W P F M D L R D A C L A O R K H U R T V
S B N X D K H P B J T B C V S Y E Z M K B U I O H W
K I J M R U L T F K D O M C N V Q T N O J S K P J K
V R V J D K D G W R D S M I T A M A K U W B E E B T
O G K N D I G T L I O V O E N Z W F N Y B B D U J N
V T X E S N R N X B D L V U B K Q A F A W B E E B T
O G G E F I L T B B E E N H R T Q S R F L G I M M W W
Q B G S S L M Y J Z W M B T Q M R E N Q M H P Z A
K L A T Q C J S R U T B G X K L I I K V D G V C S A
H R V L V A F T Z C D F I Z O T M A R M X V K A R Y
K V K X X H X A Y U W O J B N L Q S E I J Y X P B G
U C N E R C Z N X K

It is important that the Student's full name and present address appear on all work sheets and correspondence. Course material will be returned only in the penalty envelopes provided for that purpose.
SINGLE ROUTE TRANSPOSITIONS

1. Transposition ciphers have been defined as that type in which the elements or units of the plain text, whether one is dealing with individual letters or groups of letters, retain their original identities but merely undergo some change in their relative positions or sequences so that the message becomes unintelligible. The majority of transposition methods involve the use of a design or geometric figure, such as a square, rectangle, triangle, etc., in which the letters of the plain text are first inscribed or written according to a previously agreed upon direction of writing and then transcribed or taken off according to another and different previously agreed-upon direction, to form the text of the cryptogram.

2. The simple routes employing rectangles for transposing the text of a message are illustrated below. The plain text message is assumed to be merely the normal sequence from a to x, for ease in following the route.

(a) Simple Horizontal:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ABCDEFG</th>
<th>FEDCBA</th>
<th>STU VWX</th>
<th>XWUTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

(b) Simple Vertical:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ARIEMQD</th>
<th>DHIPTY</th>
<th>UQMIEXA</th>
<th>XPYLED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

(c) Alternate Horizontal:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ABCDEFG</th>
<th>FEDCBA</th>
<th>XWUTS</th>
<th>STUVWX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

(d) Alternate Vertical:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AKINOPE</th>
<th>XQPIHA</th>
<th>UTMLED</th>
<th>QHITA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

(e) Simple Diagonal:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ABDGOX</th>
<th>KGOSVX</th>
<th>OKGDBA</th>
<th>TXSOKG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

(f) Alternate diagonal:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ABDGNO</th>
<th>GNOUNX</th>
<th>ONGFBA</th>
<th>XVUONG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

(g) Spiral Clockwise:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ABCDEFG</th>
<th>LMNOPA</th>
<th>IJKLMN</th>
<th>DFGHII</th>
<th>APONML</th>
<th>NMLKJI</th>
<th>IJGFGH</th>
<th>FEDCBA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

(h) Spiral Counter-Clockwise:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PQSRTG</th>
<th>KWXXQO</th>
<th>HUWXKO</th>
<th>CRSTUV</th>
<th>BQXWVK</th>
<th>OXWVUH</th>
<th>JUTSRC</th>
<th>GTSRQP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

3. The letters of the plain text may be inscribed within the cells of a rectangle according to one route and taken off by another route to form the cipher text. If the rectangle is not completely filled by the plain text, "nulls", that is, dummy letters having no significance, are usually inserted in the vacant cells.
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Example -- Let the message be:

AT FOURTEEN HUNDRED SIGHTED SUBMARINE HEARING TWO THREE
FIVE DEGREES TRUE.

Suppose it has been agreed to use a completely filled rectangle of eight columns, then it is necessary to add one null to make the total number of letters in the message a multiple of eight (64 letters). A rectangle of 64 cells, 8 x 8, is prepared, and the plain text inscribed according to an agreed-upon route, in this case alternate diagonal:

```
A  T  R  T  R  E  M  A
F  U  E  D  D  B  R  O
O  E  N  S  U  I  W  T
N  U  I  S  N  T  H  E
H  G  D  E  G  R  D  G
H  E  B  N  E  E  R  R
T  E  I  R  V  E  T  U
A  R  F  I  E  S  E  N
```

Next, the letters are taken off by an agreed upon route, in this case simple vertical, to form the cryptogram:

```
APONI  HTHAU  EUGEE  RNENI  DBIPT  DSSEN  BIRDU
NGHEE  EBITH  EEESMR  WHDHT  EACOTE  GRUN
```

To decipher such a cryptogram the process is reversed. First, the total number of letters in the cipher text must be found, and the rectangle constructed accordingly. Then the cryptogram is inscribed by the agreed-upon route and the plain text taken off by the other agreed-upon route.

4. The routes illustrated for transposing messages by inscribing them within rectangles may also be applied to other geometrical figures, with minor modifications in some cases. Two practicable types of figures are illustrated below:

(a) Trapezoidal Design:

```
A  T  P  O  U  E  H  E  N
H  U  N  D  R  E  D  S  O
G  H  E  T  E  D  S  U  M
B  M  A  R  I  N  E  M  P
```

The cryptogram resulting from figure (a) taken off according to an alternate vertical route is:

```
BIURA  TTNOM  AHDEF  OEBTR  IEENU  HODNNE  SSUMP
```

That resulting from figure (b) taken off according to a diagonal route is:

```
ABCP  EURTID  MNSND  FSAID  NOIRE  UUOTH  RENTE  E
```
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KEYWORDS AND NUMERICAL KEYS

5. It is often necessary, in performing certain cryptographic operations, to employ a numerical key, which may consist of a relatively long sequence of numbers difficult or impossible for the average cipher clerk to memorize. A literal key, consisting of either a single letter, a single word, a phrase, a sentence, or more, may be converted into a numerical key by numbering the letters of the literal key in alphabetical order. If there are two A's, 1 is assigned to the first A and 2 to the other, and if there are no A's, 1 is assigned to the letter next in alphabetical order, etc.

Example -- Literal key ------- A M E R I C A N
Numerical key ------- 1 6 4 8 5 3 2 7

6. The cryptanalyst may be unaware of the fact that a literal key has been employed as the basis for deriving a numerical key. The recovery of a literal key is a comparatively simple matter once the method of its employment is known. Letters near the beginning of the alphabet are assumed for the low numbers in accordance with their alphabetical order. Often more than one literal key may be found to fit a given numerical key, but the cryptanalyst is not usually concerned as to which key was used originally. For this reason, literal keys are not required in the solution of assignments in this course.

7. A numerical key may be employed as follows in transposing the letters of a message:

\[\begin{array}{ccc}
7-2-4-5-3-6-1 & 7-2-4-5-3-6-1 & 7-2-4-5 \\
\text{REPORTN} & \text{OONPOSITIION} & \\
\end{array}\]

The letters are taken from the above groups and transcribed in groups of five, all letters marked 1 being taken first, then all those marked 2, etc.

Cryptogram: NIEOI BOPNO OPNTH ROT

The above type is more properly discussed under Columnar Transpositions, which are covered in the next assignment.

MISCELLANEOUS TRANPOSITION METHODS

8. The oldest and simplest transposition method is reversed writing. The reversing process may be applied either to regular or to irregular groups of plain text letters.

Example: Plain ---------- PREPARE TO GET UNDERWAY
Cryptogram ---------- (digraphs reversed): EPPR ETEGO TNEUZ DWYRA

9. Another simple type of transposition is called "rail-fence" writing because it is produced by writing the message in this form:

\[\begin{array}{cccccc}
P & E & A & B & O & R \\
E & U & D & R & A & \\
R & P & T & G & T & N \\
E & W & Y & & & \\
\end{array}\]

The cipher text is taken from the horizontal lines to yield this cryptogram:

PEAEO EUDRA ERPTR TNEWY

Both reversed and rail-fence writing are in reality special cases of the simple route transposition previously described.

10. In order to demonstrate the use of miscellaneous designs for performing transpositions, two methods are illustrated below:
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Cryptogram: RGNW PEAO EUDRA PTTEY

Cryptogram: ROEPE WRUYP TDEGR ATAEN

11. From the foregoing examples, it is obvious that many other figures may be used for effecting transpositions of this kind, such as stars of varying numbers of points, polygons of various symmetrical shapes, etc. It is merely necessary to agree upon the figures, the number of figures per line, and the starting points of the inscription and transcription processes.

SOLUTION OF ROUTE TRANPOSITION CIPHERS

12. When but one cryptogram is available, the solution of a route transposition cipher is largely a trial and error method. A study of the cryptogram will often show which routes are the most likely ones for experimentation. Some of the points to be noted in this preliminary study are:

(a) The beginning and end of the cryptogram. The most frequent initial letters in English are T A W O B I C S D H in the order named, and the most common endings of words are E T S D N R Y O F L in the order given. Words may be assumed which contain the letters found near the beginning or end of the cryptogram and evidence discovered as to the transposition system used.

(b) The intervals between the letters of expected words, high frequency digraphs, etc. Counting the intervals between letters which could form expected words or high frequency combinations will often give an indication of the system used. Q in English is always followed by U which in turn is followed by another vowel.

(c) Long groups of vowels or consonants. When English is written horizontally and transcribed vertically there are often long groups of vowels and consonants which appear in the cipher text, and which may be assumed to be adjacent in solving cryptograms of this type. Nearly 62% of the digraphs in English text are either vowel-consonant or consonant-vowel arrangements.

(d) The presence of parts of words. Certain routes, such as spirals, may leave parts of the plain text either in its original or reversed order, and thus aid the cryptanalyst materially in his determination of the type of transposition used.

13. If the preliminary study fails to indicate the proper procedure, the solution of a simple route transposition cipher can be achieved by writing the cryptogram in various ways within figures whose dimensions are suggested by the total number of letters in the message. It is unnecessary to try all the routes given under paragraph 2, because the same result is obtained by inspection.
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of one trial figure of each type for portions of words reading horizontally, diagonally, vertically, spirally, etc. In some cases employing diagonal routes, no experiment is necessary with regard to the dimensions of the figure, since the letters at one end of the cryptogram will serve to build up a corner of the figure. The methods of solution described above are sufficient for the simpler routes, and when they fail, a more complicated route is indicated which may require two or more messages of equal length for a method of solution to be described later.

PROBLEMS FOR ASSIGNMENT No. 7

Problem No. 1  Naval Text
CR TNG R I O ER AE JT N E O BD O H TE YL U I MAN
EE EN A C E R T T I IT MS O O NE Y BET G B DD UN
HU O TE TG EP D HS UAI W Y

Problem No. 2  Naval Text
H W N E N I L A R L S EE PT CR SAE Y DO FS R A EP
R A PY O RE CDE HS NAH G I A NA RD P ER OT T SO
N E O I O R FF CI R E RPS E NE A T L FA O F TO RU D
Y T S A T S TA OI S N IH S P A HGN A HT I

Problem No. 3  Naval Text
B PN CS C S N DE I B E T D AT I W E R AGS V D O V T
L I POI N R S ES I CO HI

Problem No. 4  Naval Text
P O ED N C OD NE I H P R T O O DR U B R N P R O O C ML
T O O AS G ED TR T R TB S A D W I T R H R NT U T OS R
C E I AC R AC WT C R AI N R E N M E O EE I D NO PE I
N FS I N D Y EU N O CA EM A AT UT E IS R C I N

Problem No. 5  Naval Text
U PH E N G L I LA E O T RI O FE O N N S NE T FE U DU
N SR P R H I TH S EE OT O I L E NN T E P T Y S E N H A
D P E OT A R A OV E RR RU S E NJY H O D O D EV OT D
C N PR X IT RE A E A E O E T F EQ T E DR F C U I C L
U

Problem No. 6  Non-Naval Text
D I AG T O E HT Y E A O P S O PS NA R T I H L NI O TE
Problem No. 7  Non-Naval Text
ME OHS  BTTSE  FDXFY  OISOL  SEFAR  ATONF
 TENIN  FOITT  ASOBI  CLHTT  IRPNU  EPHTR.
 ETHCY  ECOEO  TERCN  RRCNP  RORSC  IIREI
RWHPS  ONHGH  CHTCP  GNBNB  XEIAI  YORES
CNTTI  TSNDT  EDOET  ILAFR  MERA5  GRNRO
AHP

It is important that the Student's full name and present address appear on all work sheets and correspondence. Course material will be returned only in the penalty envelopes provided for that purpose.
1. The most powerful method which can be used in the solution of transposition ciphers is "anagramming." There are many minor variations included by the term anagramming. Basically, however, anagramming is the process of rearranging a group of letters to form another sequence of letters which are intelligible. For example, the words EDDIE CANTOR may be anagrammed with this result -- ACTOR INDEED. As applied to transposition ciphers, anagramming of the cipher text letters to form plain text may be possible with a single message, but there may also be nothing to indicate that the assumed plain text is correct unless the system used is very simple.

KNOWN WORD METHOD

2. Suppose, however, there are available two cipher messages of the same length in the same transposition pattern. Lining up two such cipher messages under each other, we can say that the letters of a plain text word in the upper message will have plain text under them in the lower message, and vice versa.

For example:

Cipher Plain: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
Mag. #1: M O K E T A D E B E T Y S F E K E N T P I N B A E X F L
Mag. #2: A N O R O T T H E C T T U D E E W T N P E E E W D R D

Let us now assume a word in the upper message and see what can be anagrammed underneath it.

Assume in Mag. #1   S P E E D
Position numbers of such letters in Mag. #1
13 18 4 4 7
8 8 9
10 10
15 15
23 23

Corresponding letters
in Mag. #2
U N R R T
H H E
C C
E E
D D
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8 13 18 23 4 9 14
(H) U N D R E (D) then becomes evident. The student should complete the solution of this pair of messages by extending the anagramming process both forwards and backwards from HUNDRED. Think over, for future use, the significance of the additive "3" which is apparent 8-13-18-23-4-9-14 series.

IDENTICAL WORD, IDENTICAL LOCATION

3. Take two other messages of identical lengths and systems:

Cipher Posn.- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
Msg. #1 -- V I L N C I L O D E S I W F S I T W O I B Y I R A
Msg. #2 -- V I L U I O T L N T W S I L E I I T I D N B I M N D

Note in this case the excessive number of coincident letters between the two messages. Compare this with the previous example. Pure chance would give one coincidence in a message of this length, and over four or five would give a strong suspicion that the same word or words had been used at the same plain location in both messages.

Here the coincident letters are V I L S I T B Y, which can be anagrammed into V I S I T B Y.

The student should complete the solution of the above, and also anagram in a similar fashion for practice -- A M D I Y O N B, R D E E Y S O T R and R N T E D O H Z R D A Z U.

4. Note the regularity, also, of the underscored coincidences in the two equal length cipher messages above. Even in unequal length messages of the same columnar type, repetitions rather than coincidences between two messages in the same key are common. When present and underlined they form a diagonal pattern which is quite characteristic of that type of cipher and useful for assuming possible key lengths. They are caused by the same key cutting through identical words or phrases in both messages.

COLUMNAR ANAGRAMMING

5. Another variety of anagramming is columnar anagramming. For instance, assume a message contains one Q and two U's. The Q undoubtedly goes with one of the U's, unless it is a null, garble or part of a code word. Let us line up the letters following the Q with the letters following the two U's to see which makes the better looking set of digraphs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Qu</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>St</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Er</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fl</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Br</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The left hand column is undoubtedly the best looking. To make this clearer let us put the normal digraph frequencies beside the various digraphs and total, as above. The comparison of 127 with 18 is quite conclusive.
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6. To obtain a start on this type of anagramming the more invariable combinations are the best with which to experiment. The digraph QU is the best English combination to try because Q and U are of low individual frequency. High frequency digraphs, such as TH, are good although there may be so many T's and H's that the exact letters which go together are not so easily determined. Combinations which form part of expected words in the kind of text involved are excellent naturally as the basis of the anagramming process. TW, JO, CK, CH, WO, WE, IX, ZE, TY are useful digraphs for this purpose in English.

COLUMNAR TRANPOSITION METHODS

7. Columnar Transposition is a variation of the simple vertical or horizontal route transpositions discussed in Assignment #7, the variation being in the taking off of the columns or rows in an irregular order instead of in regular succession. The simplest type of columnar transposition uses a completely filled rectangle; a more complicated type uses an incompletely filled rectangle; and the so-called double transpositions are still more complicated with the use of columnar methods twice in succession, perhaps with different rectangles.

8. A literal or numerical key may be used to designate the irregular order desired for taking off the columns to perform a columnar transposition. While in practical work a complete analysis to discover the literal key as well as the numerical key would be desired, the deciphering numerical key will be considered sufficient for the problems in this course.

9. Columnar transposition methods are susceptible of considerable variation. The key may be changed automatically with the time of origin of the message, or it is possible to prepare a long list of suitable keys and to designate the key used by an "indicator" which is inserted in the cipher text in a prearranged position. Another variation is possible by changing the direction of the inscription or the transcription processes, using any of the routes indicated in Assignment No. 7.

COMPLETELY FILLED RECTANGLES

10. When a transposition system requires that the rectangle be completely filled, sufficient nulls would ordinarily be added at the end of a message to do this. From a communication security standpoint it should be mentioned that XXX are undesirable as nulls; preferable would be random-chosen nulls in accordance with the normal frequency table of English.

As an example of a columnar transposition, completely filled rectangle, consider the following:

Plain - FORM SCOUTING LINE ON COURSE NINE ZERO.
Key - 6 1 5 8 7 3 4 2

| F O R M S C O U T |
| T I N G L I N E |
| O N C O U R S E |
| N I N E Z E R O |

Cipher - QINI ZERO CIHE ONSR RNCHN PTON SLUZ MOGE
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11. To decipher the cipher of the preceding paragraph, the first step is to prepare a rectangle with the proper number of cells. The number of letters in the cipher, in this case 32, is divided by the key length 8, resulting in the dimensions 8 by 4.

Cipher - OINIU EBOCI REONS HRNCH FTONS LUZMG OE
Key - 6 1 5 8 7 3 4 2

O C U
I I E
N R E
I E O

The letters of only the first three columns have been inscribed above. The complete message will reappear after the process has been completed.

INCOMPLETELY FILLED RECTANGLES

12. The difficulty of solution of columnar transposition is much increased if the rectangle in which the message is inscribed is not completely filled. The difficulties placed in the way of the solution are more than would be suspected as a result of so simple a change in method as that which merely involves leaving one or more cells vacant in the last row of cells in the rectangle.

An example of this method follows:

Plain - NO ENEMY CONTACTS MADE TODAY
Key - 4 6 1 3 7 2 5
N O E N E M Y
C O N T A C T
S M A D E T O
D A Y T
Cipher - ENAYM CTNID TNSSD YTOOG MABAE

This example also illustrates a procedure which ensures that the final five letter group of the cipher will be a complete group. The letters of the message must be counted and if their total is not an exact multiple of five, it must be made so by the addition of nulls, before the transposition process is applied.

In deciphering the number of letters in the above cipher (25) divided by the known key length, (5) determines the shape of the figure in which the text is to be inscribed, that is, three complete lines with a remainder of four letters on the last line as follows:

Key - 4 6 1 3 7 2 5

E M
N C

-4-
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A T Y

SOLUTION OF COLUMNAR TRANSPPOSITION CIPHER

COMPLETELY FILLED RECTANGLES

13. Let us assume that we have a problem with the following cipher text:

Reou Ntaer Ransm LLnor Euufwe Betan Gepiy Lscag Gibbi Ceera
Ulsiu Nsoet Epfxf Pmnh

With 70 letters, our first assumptions are that a completely filled rectangle was used in enciphering our plain text. A 7-x-10, 10-x-7, 5-x-14, 14-x-5 etc., might have been used. To illustrate, a 10-x-7 rectangle is laid out.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
R L M H A L B A S I
E E L F N S B U O F
O R L W O C I L E P
U R N E E A O S T R
N A G B F C E I E N
A N R E I G B U F R
T S E T Y I E N X H

On the left side of the figure we write the line numbers in a vertical column. On the right side we put the vowel count for each line. Even with so few letters as 10 per line, our vowel percentage is pretty accurate. Thus with 10 letters per line we should have 40% or 4 vowels to the line. If we consistently have either too many vowels or too many consonants we can easily see that the assumed figure is incorrect. Our figure now looks like this:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Vowel Count
Line No. 1 R E L M U A L B A S T 4 = 40%
2 E E L F N S B U O F 4 = 40%
3 O R L W O C I L E P 4 = 40%
4 U R N E E A O S T R 5 = 50%
5 N A G B F C E I E N 4 = 40%
6 A N R E I G B U F R 4 = 40%
7 T S E T Y I E N X H 3 = 30%

The information on vowel count and the general appearance seems good, so we next try to line up to make plain text (anagramming). After several attempts we finally find our plain text and the deciphering key: ALL SUBMARINES OF BLUE FORCE WILL OPERATE ON SURFACE BEGINNING FEBRUARY SIXTEENTH and 5-2-6-9-4-7-3-8-1-10.

Other ideas for solutions will develop from the discussion of incompletely filled rectangles in the following paragraphs.

INCOMPLETELY FILLED RECTANGLES

14. Let us suppose that we have the following cipher:
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A T

Y

SOLUTION OF COLUMNAR TRANSPOSITION CIPHER

COMPLETELY FILLED RECTANGLES

13. Let us assume that we have a problem with the following cipher text:

RECUAT RANGL LINOR EUFWE FNWAN OEYT LSCAC GIBBI OEBEA
ULISU NSEBT EFXIF NPORH

With 70 letters, our first assumptions are that a completely filled rectangle
was used in eniphering our plain text. A 7-x-10, 10-x-7, 5-x-14, 14-x-5 etc.,
might have been used. To illustrate, a 10-x-7 rectangle is laid out:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
R L M H A L B A S T
E E L F N S B U O F
O R L W O C I L E P
U R N E E A O S T R
N A G B F C E I E N
A N R E I G B U F R
T S E T Y I E N X H

On the left side of the figure we write the line numbers in a vertical column.
On the right side we put the vowel count for each line. Even with so few let-
ters as 10 per line, our vowel percentage is pretty accurate. Thus with 10 let-
ters per line we should have 40% or 4 vowels to the line. If we consistently
have either too many vowels or too many consonants we can easily see that the as-
sumed figure is incorrect. Our figure now looks like this:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Vowel Count
Line No. 1 R L M U A L B A S T 4 = 40%
2 E E L F N S B U O F 4 = 40%
3 O R L W O C I L E P 4 = 40%
4 U R N E E A O S T R 5 = 50%
5 N A G B F C E I E N 4 = 40%
6 A N R E I G B U F R 4 = 40%
7 T S E T Y I E N X H 3 = 30%

The information on vowel count and the general appearance seems good, so we
next try to line up to make plain text (anagramming). After several attempts
we finally find our plain text and the deciphering key: ALL SUBMARINES OF BLUE
FORCE WILL OPERATE ON SURFACE BEGINNING FEBRUARY SIXTEENTH and 5-2-6-9-4-7-3-8-
1-10.

Other ideas for solutions will develop from the discussion of incompletely filled
rectangles in the following paragraphs.

INCOMPLETELY FILLED RECTANGLES

14. Let us suppose that we have the following cipher:
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16. The terminations of the first and last columns will aid in determining the correct size of the rectangle when they are used to line up adjacent letters. An example of a perfect break would be to find a "Q" and "J" in the first column, then, in searching for a "U" and an "O" the same distance apart, to find them in the last column. This would then determine both the top and bottom limits of the rectangle and from that the key length.

17. Note the string of consonants on strip number (4), and the string of vowels on strip number (6). These indicate that strips (4) and (6) might be adjacent in the original figure. To begin the rearrangement of the strips assume that the T of strip number (6) and the H of strip number (4) are on the same horizontal line as shown below. (All the logical trials are not shown, but the combinations which lead to the correct arrangement of the columns are underlined).

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
(6) & (4) & (6) & (4) & (5) & (6) & (4) & (5) \\
I & E & U & E & N & U & E & N \\
E & E & M & A & U & B & M & A \\
S & E & B & L & C & E & W & I \\
B & M & P & B & L & O & F & B \\
F & B & A & T & R & A & T & E \\
E & W & K & E & N & I & N & G \\
A & C & T & E & Y & S & R & Y \\
R & Y & S & A & R & Y & S & B \\
T & H & B & N & T & H & B & F \\
A & S & F & L & A & S & F & E \\
I & S & E & E & E & E & E & E \\
E & E & L & L & P & L & E & R \\
R & R & U & A & R & Y & S & I \\
T & H & N & T & H & N & T & H \\
\end{array}
\]

The remainder of the solution is quite simple. It is merely necessary to add columns which contain letters that build up words already begun. The completed solution is as follows:

Strip Number - (7) (8) (2) (4) (1) (6) (4) (5) (3)

A
T
E
L
O
E
G
R
X
L
S
O
R
I
U
E
N
H
B
F
A
C
T
A
M
B
L
W
I
T
E
F
C
E

Numerical Key - 8 -- 9 -- 2 -- 5 -- 1 -- 7 -- 4 -- 6 -- 3

The previous method described for solving incomplete columnar transpositions suggested assuming a rectangle, writing the letters of the cipher on the strips of paper, and inscribing additional letters at the top and bottom of assumed columns to allow for various columns being short or long.

In using this method there is one deduction to be made. If during the decrypting it is found that by radically shifting one or more columns vertically plain text is found on one or two lines horizontally, but on no more than this, the deduction to be drawn is that the shape of figure is almost but not quite correct.
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18. Another method of attacking this type of cipher may be used, a slight modification of the previous method. Let us, for example, take the same message as given in paragraph 13. We assume, with 70 letters of cipher text, that an 8-x-9 rectangle was used. We write the problem in columns as follows:

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccccc}
U & E & L & C & N & S & A & N \\
O & O & O & N & U & B & I & F \\
C & P & B & Y & E & F & E & G \\
R & U & F & H & A & E & L & S \\
F & I & I & S & L & A & N & G \\
N & R & M & S & T & A & E & B \\
A & E & B & R & E & I & E & T \\
N & R & W & E & E & R & X \\
L & U & T & R & G & T & L \\
\end{array}
\]

The form the problem is in at present is obviously incorrect. With 70 letters of cipher text and 72 spaces in the figure there must be two columns one letter short, and any two of the eight columns can be these short ones.

If the first column is one of the short ones, then the "L" at the bottom belongs at the top of column two. If column two is a short one, then the "U" at the bottom of it belongs at the top of column three, and if both columns one and two are short, then the last two letters at the bottom of column two, "E" and "X" belong at the top of the third column. Also, if the first two columns are short, or if one and three are short, then the last two letters of column three belong at the top of column four etc. With these deductions in mind, we add letters to the tops of the last 7 columns as follows:

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccccc}
R & W & E & E & R & X \\
L & U & T & R & G & T & L \\
U & E & L & C & N & S & A & N \\
O & O & O & N & U & B & I & F \\
C & P & B & Y & E & F & E & G \\
R & U & F & H & A & E & L & S \\
F & I & I & S & L & A & N & G \\
N & R & M & S & T & A & E & B \\
A & E & B & R & E & I & E & T \\
N & R & W & E & E & R & X \\
L & U & T & R & G & T & L \\
\end{array}
\]

With our figure made up for our assumed 8-x-9 rectangle in this manner we have allowed for all the possible shifts we may have and still have an 8-x-9 figure. If we cannot find plain text in a figure made up in this manner we know definitely that our assumption is incorrect. If we do find plain text, we know our assumption is correct as to size of figure, and if we find plain text after a radical shift of more than allowable distance, we know that our correct figure is close to the assumed size which we are investigating.

Having our figure, as given above, with the "caps" on it we proceed to decipher the message following a procedure similar to that given in paragraph 15, with the added assumption that all of the letters of the top line of the plain text can be found in the top line of the assumed rectangle or in the cap above and similarly the other lines of plain text may be displaced vertically not more than the distance permitted by the cap.

This same method can be applied to any size figure assumed to be correct. The number of letters used to "cap" our columns depends on the number of short columns in the assumed rectangle.

19. The "known word" method of anagramming, modified, can be applied to a solution of columnar transposition ciphers. The assumed known word may be used to build up adjacent columns especially where there are low frequency
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letters in the word.

When the first word or phrase is known or suspected, the size of the rectangle and the subsequent solution of the problem may be obtained in this manner. In the example previously given assume that the word "SUBMARINE" is in the first line of the message. This assumption is aided by "U" being the first letter. Assume a key length of eight. This gives a figure containing six columns of nine letters and two of eight letters in depth. Therefore, the assumed word must be in the letters underlined below:

UOCFR NAUQLE OPUIR EUULIO UFIMBE WTCNY HSSRF ENHUA LIEEG SRSPE
AIRTA IELNE ELNIP OSBET

There is no "B" underlined, therefore, the two assumptions do not coincide.
Assume a key length of nine. This gives seven columns of eight and two of seven letters:

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
UOCFR NAUQLE OPUIR EUULIO UFIMBE WTCNY HSSRF ENHUA LIEEG SRSPE
AIRTA IELNE ELNIP OSBET

(11) (12) (13) (14)

In group (5) there is a "U" to line up with the "I" in group (1). The interval between them is 24 and the letters in the intervening groups must be (2): "L", (4): "R". Continuing, the next can be one of two "S's". Then, "A" or "L". Then, "S" or "F". Then, "I" or "E" and "L" or "W". These cannot anagram into "SUBMARINE" or any word and the beginning of "SUBMARINE". Therefore, follow the same steps using the "B" in group (10). This permits the use of "W" in group (5) and the line "ALL SUBMAR" comes out proving the key length assumption. This method may be combined with the capping method of laying out the problem.

Similarly the letters of any long word known or assumed to be in the body of the text will be found at intervals which are exact multiples of the height of the original rectangle in the case of a completely filled rectangle and approximate multiples in the case of an incompletely filled rectangle.

DOUBLE TRANPOSITION CIPHERS

20. Double transpositions may be made in a number of ways. For instance, the message may be put through a rectangle once by a columnar, then through the same rectangle by a row transposition. It may be put through the same columnar process twice using the same or different keys for each phase. Different rectangles could also be used for each phase.

21. All transpositions, however, have one great weakness which simplifies their solution, no matter how complicated the transposition system may be. If two messages can be found of the same length in the same key, solution is possible by anagramming. This is further the only direct method of attack on double transposition ciphers.

22. In the first section of this assignment the anagramming of two messages of identical lengths in the same key is discussed. This process is of course equally applicable to integral multiples of the rectangle size. For instance, assume the rectangle is 10 x 10, or 100 letters long, and that these rectangles are used in succession with the same key for messages over 100 letters in length. Then the first 100 letters of two long messages in the same key would anagram with each other. In a similar manner, the first 100 letters would anagram with the second 100 letters in a single message over 200 letters.
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long, etc.

23. It might be possible to anagram identical key messages of approximately the same length, i.e. - a single letter or at the most a few letters difference. This would require considerable skill, however, to maintain the proper offset in the anagramming.

24. Pamphlet No. 40, forwarded with this assignment, describes in detail a process for recovering the numerical keys of a double transposition cipher after the plain text has been solved.

Assignment No. 8

Problem No. 1

FROM: AB (FORCE COMDR).
TO: XY (UNIDENTIFIED).
ECSNA ENXOE SORZI STNUN RCENG TTHRHR QAUNU EOAEAE EXER ARYEU TREVV
RIHED AGDAE HRZEO YIresse MRDDE RIMGIO ATOSE GYVED NEIRN DYIDR DOTSH
AEAND LOGAZ REDTOI ZLNHR NNCRN LESEO

Problem No. 2

FROM: MN (FORCE COMDR).
TO: PQ (AIRCRAFT UNIT COMDR).
UHTSH SMSEJ IDEMAH ROGAAT EPERM IMEPG AEVEC GOELI QRNDK EXEIL DCHTC
RADSY IESDG EEPJO KDEBBK CNANH RNNMNO TSUNI GUAAB GNOEM AGHTO ECGAU
INAR TETIS EBEZEN SMTCE IGHTR OEBFP

Problem No. 3 Serial No. 1

FROM: FG (SCOUTING FORCE COMDR).
TO: SD (DETACHED UNIT COMDR). MARCH 7.
CVYRN ETATA HNHEE ITINB GNWRW EHCMN RITEY HRNOT EHTUN AOTOT SCETC
IFICR DAFIS GFANAE ITTMHD TETAG FETLX LHFPUR IEF

Problem No. 3 Serial No. 2

FROM: SD (DETACHED UNIT COMDR).
TO: FG (SCOUTING FORCE COMDR). MARCH 8.
NSORO AEMP WSIPA TISON RRDH AEBAE SLABE TEFOE IFMNG UDOWJ FEENA
HRTNC TBOXO WHBEHR EUWVO UOATN SASEE RGESI AOS

Problem No. 3 Serial No. 3

FROM: SD (DETACHED UNIT COMDR).
TO: FG (SCOUTING FORCE COMDR). MARCH 9.
VEASY NNIEFT PUAUN ESSTOO IHRNT IEHAIU GHRSE RHWG GROAE CIHRI TDDER
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EKAFT EEPSR ERISC MODKS AGOSC TSCRU RFHLA EFC

Problem No. 4  Serial No. 1

FROM: DR (UNIDENTIFIED).
TO: CN (FORCE COMDR-BLACK).

OPIU RCDLI EENPT NEYRO SIOBO DBEVA LANIA MTPEA FPENV GTUII VNRES
RTRLR HTOSR TEDAE ENUYB OULAI NFFAU RTEEIP VIANT IREEK TNBAR EVOD
FROAK KATW

Problem No. 4  Serial No. 2

FROM: CN (FORCE COMDR-BLACK).
TO: JX (UNIDENTIFIED).

OTIZA UATOR TPSOD KKEAA YOSHL UERNR DTPVL WCSSN NPTOR FULSP GETRR
ODMOR ARTOA RTEHT UETIE ZCUEE IIAY NRIAO ARKEI IEEHR TIKPT AROLE
SGODOD MICH

Collateral Information:

Fleet tactical exercises in Caribbean Sea; Black Fleet vs Blue Fleet. Both messages are in the same key. Solve the messages, work out the system and recover the key.

Problem No. 5

FROM: CN (FORCE COMDR-BLACK).
TO: AB (COLLECTIVE CALL).

TRPAB PSEES ERKL LCOINO ASOEY TYOWA ANHNL GUNUO ESOAR LNOAI
HTVIE TOEHC OARMI TROEF ZOURT UAILN TIRZD ATTNE ACHMFU WMROE LNTYN
SNAAT AOISO UKNHO HFRSN EYACP NTGEF DNEVG DVCNS BNFFTE TUIV DFrZTL
LYUER SHNET OIREH SCYCO IEEHST DAPA

Problem No. 6  Naval Text,

RDLED CSTTP DTPGI SOCAI BIXED RTNYN INNSN IPUSN HSNI XTUSP RSTYN
ETTPE TASON OSSIT YIEVD DIOOE SEAOE EGUSO YMOEO O00TO SXCNF VENFP
CEAN NSVJW TSLOX VEONY TEASA NOAI RELEO TEECO PNRLP RFVHL DITOI
MANUR GWRIT
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